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Alinkas UAB Holding is a network of investment and development companies operating in different 
synergic businesses, currently present in many markets around the world.  

Our group has different company which take care about specific sectors and areas : Alinkas UAB, 
Bumerta UAB, Megastoxx, Gepro Srl and the new company Nextcom, leader of barter exchange, have 
as core business the purchase and the supplying  of goods through Stocklot. 

We are a reality with 22 years of experience and becomed one of the strongest player in this 
market. Our credibility allows us to grow up year by year, increasing our turnover and our Portfolio 
with the stronger suppliers.

We have our own retail chain of Temporary stores, composed by shops with an average area of 
1.500 m2: 

- Sibiu (shop & warehouse), Vulcia, Cluj Napoca, Ploiesti,Jaşi, 
Braşov, Oradea, Timişoara, Mamaia, Targu Mures, Costanza in 
Romania

- Vilnius (3.200 m2, headquartier), Kaunas (next opening) in 
Lithuania

- Tblisi in Georgia
- Karaganda (Kazakistan)

We manage any kind of goods: Apparel, Shoes, Accessories, Household appliances, White 
goods, Cookware, Sport articles, Stationery and office supplies, Bath and bed linen, and 
much more.  

We  are presently working with a strong cooperation with groups like: 

Guess, Gas, Yoox, Benetton, Sixty Group, Arav Fashion, Slam, Obag, TCC, Dainese, Carrefour, 
Auchan, La Rinascente, Coop Italia, Coin, Eu-promotions, Domo, OVS, Guzzini, etc. 
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Our group manages directly the goods, protecting the brand name and respecting the policies of our 
suppliers and clients.

Our new Head office and warehouse in Lithuania, Svitrigailos 40b, Vilnius  and branches are located in 
Italy, Via Triboniano 103 in Milan and Sibiu, Strada Distributei 7, Romania.

Our headoffice and shop in Vilnius

Our warehouse in Milano
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Our target is to establish long term relationship with our partners and we are constantly focused to 
increase our business with new partnerships around the world. 

Our staff and I will be available for any further detail. 

Daniel Monteleone 

Amm.Delegato(CEO) 
Alinkas Holding Group. 
info@megastoxx.com 

+370 622 31961
+39 392 7817751
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